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Jurisdiction

Question(s)
NY is considering a redesign of its processing/filing systems for corporation and other business entity filings. At this point we
would like to send a “Request for Information” to vendors and consultants. If you have utilized an outside vendor or consultant
for a system redesign it would be greatly appreciated if you could provide the name and contact information for the
vendor/consultant. Also, if you used an “Off the Shelf” product please provide the name of the product.
I realize that this question is similar to one posted by Scott Anderson last April, but it would be helpful to have the
vendor/consultant contact information and any new information.

Manitoba
Corporations
Canada
Alabama

Corporations Canada’s system was created in-house.

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
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District of
Columbia

In the District of Columbia we are using the following vendor:
CC Intelligent Solutions
The contact person is this individual:
Edward "E.B." Batten
Sales & Business Development Executive
Mobile: (919) 285-6369
Office: (919) 844-2111 x224
Fax: (919) 844-2051
ebatten@ccis-inc.com
We have got a very good system developed by CCIS and currently in the process of upgrading it to comply with the
requirements of our new law.

Florida

Florida’s systems are all developed in house

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
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Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Our vendor was GCR & Associates, Inc. based out of New Orleans. The contact is Angele Romig at 504-304-2500.

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts

Massachusetts developed its own corporation and ucc system using EDS. We own the system and have statutory authority to
sell it at a fraction of the development cost.

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

Missouri is the same as New Hampshire—FileONE.

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

Nevada used what is now Northrop Grumman Information Technology in developing our e-SoS processing system. We are no
longer contracting with NGIT and have taken the system maintenance in-house. This was developed using the Nebraska UCC
system as the base and expanded it to corporate and online filing functions.

New Hampshire

New Hampshire is using;
FileOne, Inc., Ben Hartmere, 5520 Dillard Drive S280, Cary, NC 27518, Phone - (919) 854-4123
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New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

We purchased the Commonwealth of Massachusetts database/electronic filing system and had it modified for our use. The
system included a Corporate, UCC, and Trademark/Service Mark Application. We are very happy with the product and feel that
we made a fiscally wise decision that benefited Rhode Island taxpayers. It was also very easy for our users to adapt to the
new system due to its familiarity. Call Laurie Flynn (617-727-4919) or Dan Wandell (617-878-3010) for more information.

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

John Kimbler (Paradigm Systems) is currently reworking our online application.

Utah

Anything new in Utah comes from our DTS staff or our private partner, Utah Interactive LLC (an NIC affiliate). We are very
pleased with this set up.

Vermont
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Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Additional comments:

Full text of email:
Hello All,
NY is considering a redesign of its processing/filing systems for corporation and other business entity filings. At this point we would like to send a
“Request for Information” to vendors and consultants. If you have utilized an outside vendor or consultant for a system redesign it would be
greatly appreciated if you could provide the name and contact information for the vendor/consultant. Also, if you used an “Off the Shelf” product
please provide the name of the product.
I realize that this question is similar to one posted by Scott Anderson last April, but it would be helpful to have the vendor/consultant contact
information and any new information.
Thank you for your assistance.
Gary
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Gary M. Trechel
Associate Attorney
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99 Washington Avenue
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